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Match of the century! Magnus Carlsen versus Beth Harmon 
 
In this oddest of odd years who would have guessed the Netflix series success of the year would be the story of a 
young orphan girl and her rise from child prodigy to become the world's greatest chess player - watched by 62 
million households!  Will Beth Harmon’s story inspire a new generation of chess players?  My daughter tells me she 
has friends and workmates who haven’t picked up a chess piece since they were children who now want to take up 
the game and apparently sales of chess sets are soaring.  If these potential chess players decide to make a serious 
effort to improve their chess, will they do so by heading to their local chess club or by playing online?  I certainly 
hope some of these new enthusiasts for the game will find their way to 1 Moor View Terrace when we eventually 
reopen. 
 
There is no doubt that there is something of a divide in the chess community between ‘over the board’ and ‘on-line’ 
players, although many of us are happy to have a foot in both camps.  Klaus has written an entertaining and thought 
provoking essay on this subject which you will find at the end of this newsletter. 
 
Online 4 Nations Chess League 
 
Plymouth fielded one team in the first season of this league which ran from April to June.  In the second season 
which ran from August to November we fielded two four player teams for the seven fortnightly matches, selected 
from a 12 player squad.  The squad members were:  
David Twine; Nick Butland; Richard Pollock; Paul Brooks; Martin Quinn; Rob Wilby; Paul Wood; Clifford Peach; 
Andrew Wright; Caleb  Caleshu; Tony Tatam; Klaus Tekniepe 
 
Plymouth 1 had struggled in Division 2 in the first season, finding ourselves significantly outgraded week after week.  
We finished in a relegation spot and were looking forward to a more positive experience in Division 3 in season 2.  
Unfortunately because some teams had dropped out of the league we were no longer to be relegated and again 
found ourselves as one of the lowest ranked teams in Division 2.  Plymouth 2 didn’t have things much easier.  In 
season 1 there had been five Divisions but as a large number of teams joined for season 2, a 68 team Division 6 was 



added for the new teams, run as a Swiss.  However some of the new teams put into Division 6 would have been at 
home in one of the top divisions. One week I noticed a Division 6 top board pairing of an IM versus an FM, with the 
pair’s grades averaging over 2300.  The same week a Division 5 top board pairing had an average grade below 1300! 
 
Despite the issues with the composition of the Divisions I think everyone was grateful to the organisers who had the 
gargantuan task of running a 228 team (900+ players) event every fortnight.  Plymouth 1 were disappointed not to 
score a single match win, finishing with two draws and five losses.  Given the competition it could have been worse!  
Plymouth 2 finished with a respectable two wins, one draw and four losses and went out on the high of a last round 
4-0 win! 
 
Two excellent games from this league are in the games section below. 
 

Games & analysis 

James Merriman  v Richard Pollock 
4NCL Division 2 Round 4 6/10/2020 
Modern Defense: Averbakh Variation    
Notes by Martin (annotated in a hurry so apologies to Richard if I haven’t done it justice!) 
 
1.d4 g6 2.c4 d6 3.Nc3 Bg7 4.e4  
White’s pawns on c4, d4, e4 and NC3 gives us the Averbakh centre. This can be very like a King's Indian Defence 
game. 
 
4 ... e5 5.d5 Nd7 6.Nge2 f5 7.exf5 gxf5 8.Ng3 Ndf6 9.Nh5 Nxh5 10.Qxh5+ Kf8 11.Qd1 Nf6 12.Be2 Qe8 13.f4  
 

 
 
13. ... e4  
This is not the computer’s first choice but it gains space and opens up the a1-h8 diagonal. 
 
14.Be3 Bd7 15.Qd2 a6 16.a4 b6 17.h4 h5 18.Bd4 Rb8 19.Qe3 Rg8 20.g3 Ke7 21.Rg1 Bh8 22.a5 bxa5 23.Nd1  
 

 
 
23. ... a4  
Giving the pawn protection and increasingly Black is starting to see the possibility of making progress on the 
Queenside. 



Please note this is not a game to show beginners - dreadful pawn structures and neither King castled!  However this is 
the sort of messy and complicated game that Richard plays well. 
 
24.Ra3 Rb7 25.Nf2 Kd8 26.Nh3 Rb4 27.Ng5 Ke7 28.Qc3?  
Qd2 or Bc3 were best. 
 
28 ... a5  
Black could have picked up a pawn with 28...Nxd5! 29.Qd2 Bxd4 30.Qxd4 Nf6 
 

 
 
29.Kd2??  
After Qd2 Black has an edge but making a breakthrough would not be easy. 
 
29. ... Nxd5!!  
With no escape for the Queen on d2 this move is now even better for Black. 
 
30.Bxh8 Nxc3 31.Bxc3 Rb3  
The computer is happy to give up the exchange e.g. 31...Qb8 32.Bxb4 axb4 33.Raa1 Qb6 34.Rh1 Qd4+ 35.Ke1 a3 
36.Rd1 Qxb2 
 
32.Raa1 Qg6 33.Rge1 Rgb8 34.Kc2  
 

 
 
34. ... Rxc3+ 
Black is up on material so giving some back to remove a key defensive piece is a good practical decision. 
 
35.bxc3  
Not 35.Kxc3 Qf6+ followed by mate in 5! 
 
35....  Rb3 36.Bd1 Qf6 
Even stronger was 36...Rxc3+ 37.Kxc3 Qf6+ 38.Kd2 Qxa1 and presumably White would resign. 
 
37.Re3 d5!  
Excellent move - clearing the Queen’s route to the important b6 square 
 



38.cxd5  
White is losing but manoeuvring the Knight to f3 and d4 would have bolstered the defences and blocked the b6 – g1 
diagonal. 
 
38. ... Qb6 39.Re1 Rb2+  
A good enough move but after Qc5 the computer announces mate in 10!  
 
40.Kc1 Qf2 41.Nf3 Kd8 42.Rf1 Qg2 43.Rg1  
 

 
 
43. ... exf3!  
I don’t think either player had a lot of time on the clock here and no matter what a computer might say about the size 
of Black’s advantage, the last few moves were all big moves under pressure. 
 
44.Rxg2 fxg2 45.Kxb2 g1Q 46.Bxa4 Qb6+ 47.Kc2 Bxa4+ 48.Rxa4 Qf2+  
White should probably have called it a day here. 
 
49.Kb3 Qxg3 50.Rxa5 Qxf4 51.Ra8+ Kd7 52.Rf8 Qe5 53.c4 f4 54.Rf7+ Ke8 55.Rh7 f3 56.Rh6? Qe3+ White resigns 
 
White’s 29th move meant the Queen’s d2 escape square was no longer available when Nxd5 was played.  This seems 
to be developing as a theme in Richard’s games... 
 
Maurice Lawson v Richard Pollock   
4NCL Division 2 Round 7 17/11/2020 
 

 
 
45.Qd3?? 
Re1 or Qe3 and White would have been fine. 
 
45. ... Bb2! 46.Bxb2 (46.Rxe7 Qxc1 mate) Rxe2+ 47.Nd2 axb2 48.Kxb2 Qd1 White Resigns 
 
Richard comments: a good example of the merits of contrasting king safety; an overworked piece (the Queen) and 
cutting off one’s escape squares. 
 
 



Caleb Caleshu v George Ward 
4NCL Division 6 Round 5 20/10/2020 
Italian Game: Schilling-Kostic Gambit    Notes by Caleb 
 
1. e4 e5 2. Bc4 Nc6 3. Nf3 Nd4 
This is an unusual move, but the main trap goes, 4. Nxe5 Qg4 5. Nxf7 Qxg2 6. Rf1 Qxe4 7. Be2 Nf3 mate 
 
4. c3 Nxf3+ 5. Qxf3 Nf6 6. d4 d6 7. h3  
Stopping ...Bg4  
 
7...Be7 8. Be3 a6 9. a4  
Perhaps this was not necessary, but at least it guarantees white some space on the queenside. 
 
9 ...O-O 10. O-O h6  
This is a questionable move as I was not planning to play Bg5 any time soon. 
 
 11. Rd1  
Threatening to capture on e5.  
 
11 ...exd4 12. cxd4  
White appears to have won the opening. 
 

 
 
12...Be6 13. d5  
I thought for a little while about this as it does give up e5. 
 
13...Bd7  
Bc8 may have been a better try to manoeuvre the knight to d7 then e5. 
 
14. Nc3 Nh7 15. Bd3  
Here black plans to plant something on g5, but he has to decide between the knight or the bishop. There is also the 
move Bf6 to consider. 
 
15 ... Ng5  
This is not best as I could now capitalize with Qe2, followed by f4. 
 
16. Bxg5?  
This is a poor move as now black’s bishop can gain a nice diagonal.  
 
16 ...Bxg5 17. Re1  
I was trying to push e5.  
 
17 ...Bf6 18. Rab1  
This does not blunder a pawn because after 18...Bxc3 19. Bxc3 Bxa4 I can play and now either Rxb7 or e5. 
 
18 ...Qc8  



I am unsure of what his idea was here, perhaps to push the c pawn. 
 
19. Ne2  
Setting up a trap. 
 

 
 
19 ...Bxa4?? 20. e5! Bxe5  
Black has no real alternative. 
 
21. Qe4  
Threatening mate and winning the bishop on a4. 
 
21 ...g6 22. Qxa4 Qd8  
This allows White’s queen to go to where it would like to be. 
 
23. Qg4 Qf6 24. b3 This is an unnecessary move as black does not win a pawn, because my queen will come to b4. 
 
24 ...Rae8 25. Rbc1 Finally picking up on the half open file. 
 
25 ...Re7 26. Ng3  
Qb4 would have been better. 
 
26 ...Qg7 27. h4  
My idea here was to push h5 and then after the queens come off, I would have a beautiful fork on f5. 
 
27 ...h5 28. Qf3 Rfe8 29. Ne4?? 
 I played this move too quickly. 
 

 
 
29 ... a5??  
Black could have restored equality with ...Bb2 and after the rook moves, black plays f5 winning the knight... 
 
30. Bb5 This move disrupts the rooks. 
 
30 ...Rc8 



 f5 was an improvement, however white is still winning. 
 
 31. Qh3 Once again attacking the rook. 
 
31 ...Rb8 32. Qf3 Kh8 33. Ng5  
White’s most accurate response now that the king no longer protects f7. 
 
33 ...Rc8?  
Allowing white a pretty finish. 
 

 
  
 34. Rxe5!! A pretty exchange sacrifice. 
 
 35 ...dxe5  
Other lines include ... Rxe5 35. Nxf7+ Kh7 36. Nxe5 or ...Qxe5 35.Nxf7 Rxf7 36.Qxf7  
 
 35. d6!  
Crushing  
 
35 ...e4 36. Qf4 Qe5 37. Qxe5+  
Nxf7 is more decisive but it does not matter at this point. 
 

37 ...Rxe5 38. Nxf7+  

White is now 2 pieces ahead with the pawn in a deadly position so black resigns. 

 

Nigel Redmond v Martin Quinn  
4NCL Autumn Online Congress Major Round  4.  13 October 2020 
Giuoco Piano        Notes by Martin 
 
When looking back on games we tend to view the contribution of individual pieces by their level of activity and any 
clever or brilliant moves made with them.  However sometimes they just have to sit there! 
 
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.Bc4 Bc5 4.c3 Nf6 5.d4 exd4 6.cxd4 Bb4+  
 

 



 
I had quickly looked at my opponent’s previous online games and thought we may get to this position however I 
expected he would now play 7. Bd2 which allows White to stay level on pawns e.g 7.Bd2 Nxe4 8.Bxb4 Nxb4 9.Qb3 d5 
10.Qxb4 dxc4 11.Qxc4 although this isn’t really a position you would want as White. 
 
7.Nc3 Nxe4 8.0–0 Bxc3 9.d5  
I see this is known as the Greco Gambit, Moeller-Therkatz Attack to which the main book response is Bf6.  Of course I 
knew nothing about the book lines and the move I played is equally OK. 
 
9...Ne5 10.bxc3 Nxc4  
 

 
 
I wonder how long this Knight will stay on c4? 
 
11.Qd4 0–0 12.Qxe4 b5 13.a4 Ba6  
My last two moves look rather ugly but as White no longer had his white square Bishop I thought I should do what I 
could to support the c4 Knight which is already making the black square Bishop appear rather hopeless.  Surprisingly 
the engine was happy with both my moves. 
I assumed we would now be in unknown territory but Chessbase has three games that reached this position, all of 
which continued 14. Re1 and all finished as draws.  
 
14.axb5 Bxb5 15.Rd1 Qf6 16.Nd4 Rae8 17.Qc2 Qe7 18.h3 a6 19.Nxb5 axb5 20.Rb1 c6 21.dxc6 dxc6 22.Ra1 Ra8 
23.Rxa8 Rxa8 24.Bf4 Re8 25.Kf1 h6 26.Bg3  
 

 
 
26 ....Qf6  
I am better, a pawn up and the Knight continues to do a sterling job limiting White’s options but how to make 
progress?  My very solid looking queenside pawns and Knight would quickly become much less solid once they started 
moving.  I felt I should try to target the c3 pawn but couldn’t see how to do this so my last move and my next few 
moves weren’t played with much conviction.  The computer tells me what I should have done  - manoeuvre my trusty 
c4 Knight via b6 to d5 and my Queen to c5. 
 
27.Kg1 Qe6 28.Kf1 Qe4 29.Qc1 Qg6 30.Kg1 Qe4 31.Kh2 Qf5 32.Kg1 Re6 33.Rd4 Re2 34.Rd1 Qc2 35.Qa1  
 



 
 
35....  Qa2  
Missing 35. ....Ne3! 36. Rd8+ (36. fxe3  Rg2+ is terrible for White) Kh7 37.Re8 Rd2 38.Rxe3 Rd1+ 39.Qxd1 Qxd1+. 
 
36.Qc1 Qb2 37.Rd8+ Kh7  
 

 
 
38.Qf4? 
After a Queen swop Black still has the advantage but with lots of work to do to convert to a win.  
 
38. .... Qb1+ 39.Kh2 Re1 40.Rh8+??? 
Black was down to 10 seconds on the clock and panicked.  He said he knew 40. Bh4 was the only move but could see 
this was horrible so went for this not  very subtle cheapo,  hoping for Kg6??? 
After 40.Bh4,   Black’s has a number of options ...Ne5, f6 and Rh1+ (my probable move) which all get a computer 
assessment of about 4 in Black’s favour however the best continuation may have been  40...Ne3!! 41.fxe3 Rh1+ 
42.Kg3 Rf1 and the Queen is lost because trying to save it would be disastrous e.g. 43.Qd4 Qe1+ 44.Kg4 f5+ 45.Kh5 g6 
mate.  The active black Queen should easily outplay White’s rook and bishop. 
 
 40...Kxh8 41.Qb8+ Kh7 White resigns.  
I probably became too attached to having my Knight on c4 and as mentioned in the notes, there were at least a 
couple of times when I could have used it more actively.  However after the game my opponent described the piece as 
a monster.  During the game I had been thinking more about what to do with my major pieces but for White the 
Knight was an ever present threat, both controlling key squares and ready to leap into action.  It had occupied c4 
without moving for 31 moves! 
  
 

  



Tournament, Congress & Competition reports (in chronological order) 
 
1st 4NCL Online Congress  10 - 12 July, 2020 
 

Section Plymouth player Finishing position Score  
(from 5) 

Grading (elo) 
Performance 

Under 1700 Tony Tatam =6th 3.5 1466 

Under 1700 Baz Croucher =29th 2.5 1360 

Under 1700 Clifford B Peach =43rd 2 1091 

Under 1700 Andrew Wright =52nd 1.5 1093 

 
2nd 4NCL Online Congress   21-23 August 2020 
 

Section Plymouth player Finishing position Score  
(from 5) 

Grading (elo) 
Performance 

Under 1700 Baz Croucher =3rd 4 1553 

Under 1700 Tony Tatam =17th 3 1334 

Under 1700 Clifford B Peach =17th 3 1250 

 
3rd 4NCL Online Congress   2-4 October 2020    
 

Section Plymouth player Finishing position Score  
(from 5) 

Grading (elo) 
Performance 

Under 1700 Baz Croucher =3rd 4 1594 

Under 1700 Tony Tatam =6th 3.5 1631 

Under 1700 Clifford B Peach =23th 2.5 1218 

 
1st Hull 4NCL Online Congress   30 Oct – 1 Nov 2020 
 

Section Plymouth player Finishing position Score  
(from 5) 

Grading (elo) 
Performance 

Open Andrew Wright =41st 1.5 1630 

Under 2000 Baz Croucher =28th 2 1607 

Under 2000 Clifford B Peach =41st 0.5 1326 

Under 1400 Klaus Tekniepe =33rd 1 900 

 
 
Witney Online Congress   7th and 8th November 2020 
 

Section Plymouth player Finishing position Score  
(from 5) 

Grading (elo) 
Performance 

Open Andrew Wright =32nd 1.0 1038 

Under 2000 Baz Croucher =10th 3 1888 

Under 1750 Clifford B Peach =11th 2.5 1555 

Under 1500 Tony Tatam =1st 4.5 1726 

 
4NCL Online Autumn Congress      1 Sept - 24 Nov 020 
 

Section Plymouth player Finishing position Score  
(from 7) 

Grading (elo) 
Performance 

Under 2000 Martin Quinn =17th 4 1723 

Under 1700 Tony Tatam =10th 4.5 1414 

Under 1700 Clifford B Peach =27th 3.5 1190 

 
 

 



Club Events (Plymouth Chess Club on Lichess) 
 
Start of the season 10 minute six round Blitz -  14 Sep 2020 
18 Participants 
1st Neil Crickmore 6; 2nd Rob Wilby 5; =3rd Adam Hart-Davies, Martin Quinn, Paul Brooks 4 
 
Chess960 5round Swiss  - 26 Oct 2020 
8 Participants 
1st Neil Crickmore 5; 2nd Martin Quinn 4; =3rd Steven Williams, Nick Butland 3. 
 

Upcoming events  

British Online Chess Championships 2020/2021 
 
The Caplin British Championships will take place over two weeks, from 18th December 2020 to 3rd January 2021, on 
the Chess.com platform. There will be separate Championships for Open, Women’s, Junior, Senior and Rating Limited 
player categories. The format is based on one week of qualifying events, followed by a week of finals for each 
Championship. Each Championship will consist of a number of optional events at different time controls (Standard, 
Rapid, Blitz and Bullet).  Details at: 
 
https://www.englishchess.org.uk/british-online-chess-championships/ 
 
4th 4NCL Online Congress      
Friday 15 – Sunday 17 January 2021      Four sections: Open, U2000, U1700 and U1400 | Entry Fee: £7.50 
Five rounds (one round on Friday evening, two rounds each on Saturday and Sunday) | 45 mins + 15 secs/move 
More here: http://www.4ncl.co.uk/fide/online/arrangements_4.htm 
 
4NCL Online Spring Congress   
Tuesday 2 February - Tuesday 27 April, 2021.      4 sections: Open, U2000, U1700 & U1400 | Fee: £10.50 | 
All sections - seven rounds (fortnightly @ 19.30) 
More here: http://www.4ncl.co.uk/fide/online/arrangements_spring21.htm 
 

 Trivia and Miscellany 

Kramnik’s career after chess – songwriter? 

Well, who would have guessed Ex World Champion Vladimir Kramnik was a songwriter?  I recommend watching Juga 

singing Endings Bloody Endings, sung to the tune of U2's song "Sunday Bloody Sunday".  Lyrics by big Vlad, inspired 

by the Kasparov vs Kramnik World Chess Championship 2000.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKwSrhdWR9Q 

Juga describes herself as a singer, songwriter and Chess Conceptual artist (wouldn’t it be great to be able to say your 

occupation was a Chess Conceptual artist!).  I enjoyed her singing Caruana Oh Na Na to the tune of "Havana" by 

Camila Cabello until IM Anna Rudolf began rapping – you have been warned! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzO5YvcSd9Q 

How much is a piece worth? 

At some point in our chess education all of us will have learnt that chess pieces have the following values: 
Pawn - 1 point 
Knight - 3 points 
Bishop - 3 points 
Rook - 5 points 
Queen - 9 points 
 

https://www.englishchess.org.uk/british-online-chess-championships/
http://www.4ncl.co.uk/fide/online/arrangements_4.htm
http://www.4ncl.co.uk/fide/online/arrangements_spring21.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKwSrhdWR9Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzO5YvcSd9Q


Of course position is everything, but these numbers are still a useful way to quickly calculate the value of the 
material a player has.   
 
The super-brain of Alphazero has now been applied to this matter and has produced the following figures: 

Pawn - 1 point 
Knight – 3.05 points 
Bishop – 3.33 points 
Rook – 5.63 points 
Queen – 9.5 points 
 
Interestingly, Howard Staunton gave values to each chess piece in his Chessplayer's handbook published in 1847 and 
produced these very precise numbers: 
Pawn - 1 point 
Knight – 3.05 points 
Bishop – 3.48 points 
Rook – 5.48 points 
Queen – 9.94 points 
 
I have no idea how he arrived at those numbers but it now looks pretty impressive. 
 
 
 

Corona Chess – Experience and Thoughts about by Klaus Tekniepe 

‘It is annoying, but I panic in time trouble and in online chess, I am just not that quick with the mouse.’ Saying this is 

not an elderly amateur. On the contrary, it is Jovanka Houska (ten-time British women’s chess champion) in Chess, 

Nov. 2020, p34. This is balm for the suffering soul of an elderly amateur: I am not alone, I am in good company!  

On top moving a piece with the drag and drop method can turn out to be awkward. This year it happened twice in 

online tournaments that the piece I moved dropped not on the intended square but on one prior to that. 

It is not only how the pieces are moved. Crucial as well is the change from a three-dimensional sport to a two-

dimensional game. Initially I thought that would not be a problem. So I assembled the board and the pieces I am 

familiar with in front of the computer screen and played the entire match three-dimensional. The advantage of 

translating a virtual move into a real one probably equalised (for myself) the disadvantage of time loss. But what a 

kick in the teeth it was when I realised in a specific situation that the position on the board was different to the 

picture on the screen. 

Afterwards I had a chat with one of the organisers of online tournaments. He urgently recommended to concentrate 

exclusively on the screen and to forget my attractive real chess set. I tried it by setting up an experiment. I did chess 

puzzles on screen in order to get familiar with screen chess. When I failed to solve one I tried again with my wooden 

pieces. Behold, the results were considerably better. So I came to the conclusion to resume my two way method 

(virtual and real at the same time) in tournament matches. It is not ideal. It is the concession to my inability to play 

online chess at the same level I play OTB chess. To my comfort, again I am not alone: ‘I have also come to realise that 

in these Covid times, I really miss picking up the pieces and playing the game.’ (Houska ibid.) 

In a Hurry? 
 

We now come to the main issue, to my biggest challenge caused by Corona chess. It is expressed in an email to 

Martin Quinn written in October. ‘The OTB chess world (our level) was a world players met each other for at least 

two, or three hours, or even four hours. I’ve never understood why this chess-adequate tradition ceased at that 

moment when online chess becomes ruling. Why does a person sitting at a computer prefer Rapid and Blitz while the 

same person meeting the opponent vis-à-vis at a table is happy to play a few hours? It is not only that I don’t 

understand - I’m fed up.’ 



With only few opportunities to play chess beyond Blitz and Rapid I despaired and even asked the Deutscher 

Schachbund (the German equivalent to the ECF) whether the situation in Germany would suit me more. The answer 

was a clear No, meaning Blitz and Rapid far and wide exclusively, too. The indicated reason was interesting. This 

would be in order to fight cheating. In my view this is inconsistent. It may be almost impossible to use the aid of an 

engine while playing Blitz. But playing 45 + 15? And the logic seems a bit bizarre. It is a well known fact that the 

circulation of money triggers not only fraud and cheating but also blood and thunder, even wars. However, not many 

people would go as far as demanding the abolition of money. 

So I became curious to find out what has happened to the chess world since Covid 19. What has happened beyond 

the obvious trend from OTB chess to online chess? Two remarkable aspects of this progress stand out. 

Firstly: Who plays? In online tournaments you will find fewer weaker and elderly players whom you met in the 

clubhouse before. On the other hand you will meet many players without a FIDE or ECF grade. These may sometimes 

represent a third or even half of the whole section. 

Secondly: Up to now the papers treated chess as a matter of very particular interest, at the most with a chess puzzle 

in a hidden corner of a page far behind the (supposedly) important news. Not in these pandemic days. Suddenly big 

articles about chess appear on prominent pages, showing that chess increasingly is a matter of general interest. 

Germany’s leading paper, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ) writes on November 7th: ‘Hardly any sport has 

changed as rapidly as chess in the pandemic. Before a refuge for eccentrics, now online a fast, garish and noisy show 

has evolved. (...) Here are the traditionalists, clinging to old values, there bustles a younger, net-savvy generation.’ 

Chess like Rugby – Union and League? 

The key words are young and net-savvy. You can see their ‘net preoccupation’ when four of them are sitting at a pub 

table, each one of them gazing at a screen in their hands. Do they depend on an actual vis-à-vis during a chess game? 

Not at all! These people don’t get their daily news by a paper, they get it on screen. They don’t miss the feeling of 

touching a paper or of smelling its printing ink’s odour. Why should they miss to touch a chess piece? But more 

influential than this is the time factor. The information they typically consume is short and quick. It has to be. There 

is no exemption in chess. The chess sport has changed in order to adapt to these newcomers. 

The new tone in statements of representatives of traditional chess are evidence to this. Hikaru Nakamura (five times 

US champion) said ‘matches lasting five hours are ridiculous’. These so far unheard-of words are matched by 

unprecedented behaviour of chess professionals, even the world’s leading players up to the highest ranks. It is not 

only about cheating (The Guardian reported, too). Once again the FAZ: referring to an ‘(...) online-match in which the 

Russian world class player Alexander Grischuk played a position with king and rook versus king and rook for 32 

moves in order to win due to timeout – a formerly unthinkable breach of chess etiquette’. 

Now we are looking forward to the vaccine, hoping that we can go back to normality next autumn at the latest, 

playing our ‘old’ OTB chess, shaking hands with our three-dimensional counterparts with real blood in their veins, 

whereas people from ‘another planet’ continue to play their own chess: quick, two-dimensional, and with a different 

understanding of (fair)play. Maybe, these two worlds will meet at times. 

 


